Abstract: Satellite layout is a very hard tw.k because available space for the equipments is small and the physical constraints on the layout are strong. In this article, we show how some physical layout constraints can be modeled geometrically and how Minkowsk] operations can be used to place equipments, and in particular antennas. Since antennas are supposed to be placed onto a satellite wall, search space is two-dimensional. We discuss an algorithm that efficiently calculates only the (planar) part we need of the admissible space and deecribe how we implemented this.
Introduction
The layout of a satellite is a very hard problem in practice. Because a satellite is tried to be constructed as small as possible, the layout of the equipments is extremely constrained.
One problem that is reputedly difficult to solve is the layout of the antennas and observation instruments on the outer walls of a satellite. For instance, many feasibility studies are done to verify whether the specified set of antennas and instruments can be fitted on the outer walls. All along the development phase, specifications often change so one wants to know as soon as possible if a possibly existing layout is still realizable (or if not, how it should be modified) when the size or type of an equipment is changed or when an equipment is added. Typically, manual tools supplying placability information are the most useful for these types of problems but automatic placement facilities are useful also.
First, we will define the antenna layout problem and model it geometrically by defining an antenna's admissible space that is contained in a plane. We show how we can use planm sections of Minkowski differences between polyhedra to calculate this admissible space. Then, we present our algorithm that directly calculates this section and discuss the handling of degeneracies and numerical precision problems.
Finally, we show some experimental results, and we compare them with the experimental results obtained by an algorithm that calculates a Minkowski difference in ZR3and then finds the interesting planar section.
Definitions and Properties
The objects we handle are contained in R3. The parts of the equipments and the environment are modeled as convex polyhedra. Polyhedra are written as capitals, while planes, polygonal and polyhedral regions are written using calligraphic letters.
Finding an optimal solution for layout problems is known to be NP-hard: placing polygons in a rectangle of minimal length is an NP-hard problem [DM95]. In practice, fortunately, we are satisfied with a reasonable solution. By placing the objects one by one using a heuristic, one should be able to find good solutions in a reasonable time. However, while it is rather easy to find a good heuristic for placements of large numbers of relatively simple objects, the antenna layout problem consists of a small number of highly constrained objects and an efficient heuristic seems to be much harder to find.
We call O the set of obstacles, consisting of the satellite structure plus all equipments that have been placed on it at a certain moment. P is the equipment we are currently placing, and the set of all allowed translations that place P so that it does not collide with O (the admissible space) is written as A(O, P). The unions of all physical parts and of all FOVS of an equipment or obstacle S are denoted as SP and SF respectively. Pc = {p q E?3 Ip @ P} is the complement of P. The symmetric of P is eP = {-p I p E P}.
The Minkowski sum between two polyhedra A and B is notated as A@13. It is defined as A@B = {a+bla c A, b E B}. Note that the Minkowski sum is distributive and commutative over the union, so (AI U A2 ) @ B = B@(Alu A2)=(Al@B)u(A2 @B).
Geometric Modelization
We shall describe how this problem can be modeled geometrically and we define the Gaussian diagram that allows us to calculate the admissible space efficiently.
Admissible Space
Given two convex polyhedra O and P, translating P by a vector~will make it intersect O when there exist two points o E O andp E Psuchthat o = p+? so, f'= o-p. Consequently, the set of all translations for P such that it intersects O is defined as {o -p Io E O, p E P}, which is exactly the Minkowski difference O 0P. Since O and P are convex, O e P also is convex. The boundary of O e P represents all translations that bring P into contact with O without intersecting its interior, while its complement represents all "free" translations for P. Consequently, if we want to place P without colliding with O, we must pick a translation ; E (O +3P)c.
Since we want to allow contacts, we consider the boundary of the Minkowski difference to be part of the admissible space. If we want to place P = {P E P} among a set O = {O E 0} of obstacles, we need to calculate (0 e P)c where O e T' is defined as (UO=OO) e (UPE7P) (see figure 1) . Using the the distributivity of the Minkowski sum, this can be rewritten as uogo,p~pO e P. This handles the physical parts of the equipment. FOVS can almost be treated as physical parts, because they may not intersect with 'keal" parts; the only difference is that two FOVS may freely intersect. Taking only in account parts that interfere, we can notate this as follows:
We can rewrite this as the complementary of the union of O @ P for all pairs (O, P) such that O is any element of Oand PE?por OE(9p and PEPF. All the equipments and obstacles are decomposed as unions of convex polyhedra, so that in the sequel, P and O will always represent convex polyhedra.
We want to place the equipment onto a wall. Let us assume without loss of generality that this wall is horizontal and define a coordinate system (O, X, Y, Z) where the Z-axis is perpendicular to the wall and the X-and Y-axes as well as O are contained in it. Since we want to position the equipment P at a given height z, we are only interested in the translations~E A(O, P) that position P at this height. All these translations are contained in a horizontal plane 2 defined by Z = z in the admissible space so we are actually looking for the intersection of A( 0, P) with Z.
Gaussian diagrams of Convex Polyhedra
We shall define a mapping of a convex polyhedron P onto the unit sphere of F13 denoted S2 that is called the normal or Gaussian diagram (see [LP83, GS87, AB89, AB87]), and which can be used to calculate a Minkowski sum and bound its complexity.
For each facet $ E P, let n~denote its normal vector. The Gaussian diagram P' on the unit sphere S2 consists of the following elements (we intentionally use another terminology to avoid confusion between polyhedral elements and elements in the Gaussian diagram):
q Its nodes are the vectors n f.
. Its arcs are great circular arcs, each being the 10CUS of the normal vectors of all planes supporting P at one of its edges.
q Its ceils are regions, each being the locus of the normal vectors of all planes supporting P at one of its vertices.
So, there is a one-to-one correspondence between all elements of P and those of P' (see figure 2) if P has no coplanar facets. When a polyhedron has coplanar facets, the nodes associated with such coplanar adjacent facets coincide and the arcs ad cells between such nodes reduce to points. Instead of trying to handle this type of degeneracy in the algorithm, we can work around it by eliminating coplanar adjacent facets in a preprocessing step. This can be achieved by merging possible coplanar facets in the input polyhedra.
So, from now on, we will assume that a convex polyhedron has no coplanar facets. 
When allowing degeneracies, we can encounter three other cases:
q Node n,41 E A' is contained in arc a& E B'. We call this a na-node.
q Symmetrically, a node nEIl E B' that is contained in arc aAl E A' defines a an-node.
q When two nodes nA! E A' and n13t E B' coincide, they define a nrmode.
q Arcs aAl E A' and aBl E B' overlap.
Knowing the elements of A and B that are associated with the two elements defining nh.fl c M', we can construct the associated facet f M E M: it is the Minkowski sum of the two elements of A and B.
Worst-case complexity
We will bound the worst-case size of the intersection of a Minkowski sum with a plane. It is known that, given two convex polyhedra A and B of sizes m and n respectively, the size of their Minkowski sum A @ B is Q(mn) in the worst case. This result is easily verified by considering the superposition of the Gaussian diagrams of the two polyhedra: arcs of A' and B' can intersect El(inn) times, which means that as many au-facets exist in the Minkowski sum. A new theorem, more relevant for our application, shows that, in the worst case, a section of A @ B has the same worstcase size as A @ B itself. While the boundary of the polyhedron O e P represents all translations that bring P into contact with O without intersecting it, the boundary of the polygon slice (O e P) n Z is the subset of all such translations that position P at a given distance from the wall. It corresponds with the displacement by translations that P makes around O when it keeps the same height and stays in contact with O.
The sequence of edges of (O 0 P) n -Z is given by the sequence of facets of O 0 P intersected by 2. As O e P is convex (P and O are convex) if we project the normal vectors to this sequence of faces onto the horizontal plane, we notice that the sequence of polar angles of the projected vectors is monotonic. In fact, (O e P) n 2 is represented on (O @ P)' as a path in the superposition of the Gaussian diagrams of O and eP. This path is monotonic in 0, if 8 denotes the polar angle of the projected points of the sphere onto the horizontal plane.
This expresses only the fact that, since P and O are convex, when P is moving by translation at a fixed height while keeping a contact with an obstacle O, the contact point follows a path on O describing a continuous sequence of adjacent facets, edges and vertices touched by P. If we project the normal vectors to this sequence of faces of O onto the horizontal plane, the sequence of polar angles of the projected vectors is monotonic. The same holds on P.
Description of the Algorithm
We present here an algorithm that directly calculates the intersection of the Minkowski sum of two convex polyhedra A and B with a given horizontal plane Z by calculating the monotonic walk we just introduced, through the superposition of their Gaussian diagrams. We denote A4 = A @B. Itis assumed that 2 intersects the interior of the Minkowski sum, because the output polygon is empty otherwise. We assume for the moment that Z does not contain any vertices of M and that no degeneracies occur in the superposition of the Gaussian diagrams of A and B; the degeneracies will be examined in section 4.2.
There exists a path through M' (being the superposition of A' and B') that visits the arcs and nodes associated with all edges and facets of M that intersect culate the entire superposition and only construct the arcs and nodes of M' we encounter along the way. We denote by K, the complexity of the output (A@ B) n 2.
4.1.1
How to get from a node to an arc Assume that our walk haa arrived at a certain node n&l, E M', associated with facet jM G M. Because fM cuts 2 and it is convex, exactly two edges of~M cut 2, one by whose associated arc we arrived at n MI and one by whose associated arc we will advance to the next node of the Gaussian diagram. We must determine which arc aM, G M' incident to nM, to follow in order to get to the next node of M' (it is either an arc from A' or from l?') and we must also determine which cell it lies in: it is an arc of A' that is contained in a cell of B' or vice versa. Note however that M' does not contain the information needed to determine if an edge corresponding with an arc from M' cuts 2 or not, so we must look back at A and B to obtain this information: the edge of M is the sum of an edge of A and a vertex of B (or the contrary), so we can compute the z coordinate of its two endpoints and compare them with the height of 2.
Let us first consider the case when n&jt is a en-node. nMf is given by a node of B' contained in a cell of A'. Then to find the arc that must be followed, we have to test all arcs of B' incident to the node, and it can take up to O(n) time to identify the arc that must be walked. The case of a nc-node is symmetric and takes O(m) time. We might visit all cn-and nc-nodes, but since arcs are incident to two nodes and the walk is monotonic, any arc from A' or B' is at most considered twice on the visited cm and nc-nodes during the whole walk .
The case of amnodes is easier to analyze, since aanodes are incident to four arcs, and we visit at most O(K, ) such nodes.
Consequently, O(m + n + Ks ) time is spent in total determining which arc to walk next.
4.1.2
How to get from an arc to a node Without loss of generality, suppose that we walk along arc aM, supported by aA! E A', through Cd CBI 6 B'. If aAl intersects an arc aEl incident to cB!, the next node n&fl is an aa-node, defined by a.41 and aE, . Otherwise, we encounter a nc-node n&ft, defined by cEf and the endpoint of aAl in the direction of the walk (see figure 4) . Notice that the boundary of cEl can be decomposed in two subsequences of arcs, both being 0-monotonic as our path. Consequent ly, while following arc a,'tf, we can follow at the same time the two sequences of arcs of the boundary of cEI that are respectively above and below 
the boundary of cEI (a) after an after an intersection between aAl
In the case we reach an intersection between aA! and aEl we either now follow a B, through a cell cL, and go on symmetrically. Or we keep on following a,41 and we leave cell cEr. Then we only have to remember the arcs of the two subsequences of the boundary of cEI at that point. Indeed, if the path re-enters the same cell cEl ater with another arc a~,, since the path is monotonic, we will examine the two subsequences, starting from these remembered arcs, until we find the two arcs just above and below a~,, and then we go on as for a,41. See 
Global Complexity
Summing up, a total time of O(nz + n + Ks) is needed to run the algorithm, where K, is the size of the output polygon. This is better than the convolution algorithm because Ks is at most equal to K.
Handling Degeneracies
We choose to properly handle the degeneracies.
Remember that we decided to pre-process the input polyhedra to remove adjacent coplanar facets (Section 3.2).
As said in Section 3.3, the following degeneracies can be encountered while constructing A @B:
1. a node of A' might be contained in an arc or coincide with another node from B' or inversely, so we have to be able to handle na-, am and nn-nodes.
2. two arcs overlap: we have to make sure that if we walk one arc, we walk the other one at the same time.
The detection of the degeneracies occurs when getting from an arc to a node (Section 4.1.2).
In fact, the test whether two arcs intersect also checks if the intersection occurs at an endpoint of one (or both) arcs. When a na-or a an-node is detected in this way, we only have to add the arc in the ordered list of arcs incident to the node, and find the arc whose associated edge is cut by Z, which will be followed next. When a rm-node is detected, we traverse the two lists of arcs incident to the nodes and walk the arc whose edge is cut by 2.
Overlapping arcs are also detected when we test for their intersection. Then we compute which endpoint will be encountered first in the walk, and we treat the obtained na-, an-or nn-node aa above.
Numerical Stability
Another problem often encountered when implementing geometric algorithms is the lack of numerical precision in geometric tests. This causes wrong decisions to be made leading to inconsistencies in the state data of the algorithm which causes it to malfunction. Problems are encountered for example when testing for intersection between arcs when an endpoint of one of the arcs is nearly contained in the supporting plane of the other arc. So in fact, numerical problems occur in nearly degenerate cases.
The basic test for our algorithm is which_ side, that tests on which side a node lies with respect to the supporting plane of an arc. All tests used in the direct algorithm can be written using one or more such tests:
q determining whether an arc contains a node: does the node lie on the plane that contains the arc, and does it lie between its two endpoints?testing for intersection between two (great circular) arcs: it must be verified whether for both arcs, the two endpoints lie at opposite sides of the supporting plane of the other arc.
determining whether two (parallel) arcs overlap: do both endpoints of one arc lie on the plane defined by the other arc and is any endpoint contained in the other arc?
determining the order between arcs from different Gaussian diagrams that are incident to a rm-node.
In fact, the which_ side test can be written as the determinant of a matrix of size three. More precisely, let n and a be respectively the node and the arc to test. nl and n2 will denote the endpoints of a.
x xl X2 which_ side(n, nl, nz ) = sgn y yl yz z 21 Z2
where (z, y, z) (resp (~i, vi, .Zi)) are the coordinates of n (resp ni). If the normals of the facets of the polyhedra are not given, they can be obtained from three vertices of the corresponding facet: if n is normal to a facet with vertices p, q, T appearing in counterclockwise order on the boundary of the facet, n is given by n= (9-P)x (~-9)
11(9-P) x (T-9)11"
However, by calculating this, we would introduce an error. So instead of calculating n, we represent it symbolically using p, q, r. Note that, for the computation of the sign of the determinant, it is useless to normalize n. n is proportional to So which_ side(n, nl, nz) is given by the sign of a determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix whose entries are 2 x 2 determinants.
which_ side(n, nl, nz ) answers whether a node n is lying on the supporting plane of an arc nlnz. Then, to know whether n is lying on the arc, the test reduces in fact to comparing the signs of the 3 x 3 determinants of the vectors (n, nl, q -p) and (n, nz, g -p), where~, g] is the edge common to the facets normal to nl and nz. These determinants yield less restriction on the number of bits that can be allowed than the which_ side test.
We want to make the direct method numerically stable, so, to get rid of the numerical problems we encountered, we decided to implement those tests using exact arithmetics. The determinant method described by Avnaim et al. in [ABD+97] can calculate the determinant sign of matrices of size three without error. If the coordinates of the vertices of the input polyhedra are represented by b bit integers, the 2 x 2 determinants appearing in the which_ side test are represented by at most 2b + 1 bit integers. Then the exact determination of the sign of the 3 x 3 determinant will need (2b + 1) + 1 bits (in practice the implementation requires (2b+ 1) + 2 bits). A standard IEEE double allows exact representation of 53-bit integers, so we can use 25-bit integers to represent our data, which is enough in practice.
Experimental Results
To compute the admissible space, we calculate all sections of Minkowski sums for pairs (O, P) of polyhedra described in 3.1. Then we calculate the union of the resulting set of polygons, the complement of which is the wanted admissible space.
The implementation of our program allows the equipments to be placed one by one on a horizontal plane 2. The user can request the equipment to be moved upwards or downwards, in this case Z is modified and the corresponding horizontal section of the three dimensional admissible space will be calculated again. Rotations can also be applied, but in this case the whole admissible space is modified and must be recomputed, not only its section by 2.
We have tested the program on a realistic although fictional model of a satellite called PRISMESAT and present here the series of placements aa well as the time it took to determine the Minkowski sums at each stage. The time it takes to calculate the union of the polygons is negligible and is not taken into account. The tests have been performed on a SUN SPARCstation20 running SunOS. Figures 8, 9 give the sequence of placements performed, Table 1 gives the performances of the algorithm for all stages of the layout scenario. Time is measured in milliseconds CPU-time, and both total and average times are given, the average being calculated on all Minkowski sums computed.
We compare here the practical performances of our algorithm to compute the section of a Minkowski sum, with the performances of the algorithm proposed by Guibas and Seidel [GS87]. The last algorithm uses a topological sweep-line algorithm to determine all intersections of the superposed Gaussian diagrams of two convex polyhedra, constructing the Minkowski sum along the way. This is done in O(m + n + K) time, where m and n are the sizes of the input polyhedra and K the size of the resulting Minkowski sum. Then the time to slice the Minkowski sums by plane Z is added to the total time.
As can be seen, even though the direct method uses the exact evaluation of signs of determinants which is more costly than standard arithmetic, and is therefore We have proposed an optimal output-sensitive algorithm to compute a section of a three dimensional Minkowski sum by a plane without computing the whole sum. Degeneracies and numerical problems were solved.
The rdgorithm was used to compute the admissible space for the placement of antennas on a satellite. The implementation was compared to two methods that calculate the entire Minkowski sum on realistic satellite models and was shown to be very efficient in practice.
We are thinking about extending the functionalities of our program and will discuss here briefly some useful and interesting possibilities.
q Automatic layout. We were able to find a set of solutions using a basic branch-and-bound scheme for our example satellite. When a new equipment P is considered, the slices of the Minkowski sums of P with the previously considered equipments computed and stored. If the placement of 'P is changed the slices will only translate along with it, sotheyneedn't be recalculated. Only the union must be computed. As a consequence, the admissible space can be constructed very efficiently for any configuration.
We plan to study heuristics to directly find solutions corresponding to the needs of the design office.
A constraint that is more difficult to model is nonvisibility. Instruments exist that serve to dissipate the heat generated by other equipments. When more than one such equipment is used then they may not '%ee" each other. The problem is that this constraint is not monotonic: placing an obstacle between two dissipators makes a previously inadmissible placement admissible again. This might make this constraint difficult to handle when we want to apply some automatic strategy. Another criterion to take into account could be the optimization of the inertia center of the satellite. 
